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Sargon created the first    called the     empire.  He was a king that was now 

called a   .  Sargon ruled over the     the area of land between the Persian 

Gulf and the Mediterranean Sea.  Because Sargon conquered these areas, ideas from the Akkadian empire 

spread to these new lands.  The most important idea that was shared was      .  

Empires are important because they       .  Empires encourage   

   which makes more     available.  The empire of Akkad lasted    

years and the next empire we studied was the     empire.  They chose     

as their capital and they had a powerful king named       who built a large 

empire.  He used      to help him control the lands.  He was very organized, sent 

people out to collect    and appointed     he also watched over    

        .  This leader ruled over an empire with man 

different ways of life and ideas.  He studied many local rules and laws and put them together in a single  

    .  The code’s goal was        .  

Although there was punishment for breaking the law, the code also gave    to people in the empire  

The code established the idea that the government should provide          

Hammurabi replaced the old belief in     as a way of solving problems and the belief 

that society should be run by the rule of    . 

 

Why is this code of laws important today???????  
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Assyrians =        (what did I always call them in class?) 

How did they build and control their empire?         

               

Which countries did they add to their empire?           

Who was king at the peak of the empire and what did he build ?      

Who finally defeated them and why?          

               

Which major city was completely destroyed?         

Who was the next major leader of the Chaldeans and what is he famous for building?   

               

What people did he capture and how long?          
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There were many nomadic people in the area of Medes…..how did this affect Persia?   

               

Cyrus conquered what lands?            

Why were his policies so successful?           

Why did the Jews like him so much?           

Darius divided the empire into      each governed by a      

He also built a      that united the empire and helped send    , 

   , and collect   .  He also had an idea that made collecting taxes 

easier and helped promote business.  This was          

 

What do you think is most important about the rule of the Persians????????  

           

           

           

           

 


